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Abstract

This paper describes my efforts in evaluating how editing news headlines can make them funnier
within the frames of SemEval 2020 Task 7. I participated in both of the sub-tasks: Sub-Task
1 “Regression” and Sub-task 2 “Predict the funnier of the two edited versions of an original
headline”. I experimented with a number of different models, but ended up using DeepPavlov
logistic regression (LR) with BERT English cased embeddings for the first sub-task and support
vector regression model (SVR) for the second. RMSE score obtained for the first task was 0.65099
and accuracy for the second – 0.32915.

1 Introduction

Humor is inherent in human beings, but difficult to be detected by the machines. Therefore, a challenge
of automatic humor recognition and analysis, based on data of different genre and language, has lately
received a great amount of attention. Specifically, several shared tasks were organized within the frames
of evaluation workshops, i.e. SemEval-2017 Task 6 “Learning a Sense of Humor”, aimed to analyze
humorous responses submitted to a Comedy Central TV show @midnight in English (Potash et al., 2017),
HAHA task at IberEval 2018 with the sub-tasks of automatic detection and rating of humor in Spanish
tweets (Castro et al., 2018) and etc.

SemEval-2020 Task 7, however, presented a slightly different type of challenge, namely, an attempt to
investigate how small edits can turn a text from non-funny to funny. Sub-task 1 was to predict the mean
funniness of the edited headline and sub-task 2 was intended to predict which of the two given edited
versions of the original headline was the funnier or were they equal. All the data were in English, for
more details about the dataset, see (Hossain et al., 2019), about the task itself, see the Task paper (Hossain
et al., 2020).

The aim of this paper is two-fold: describing my approaches for both sub-tasks and analyzing the
obtained results. In this study, I experimented with two models: for the first sub-task I used a relatively
new one – DeepPavlov logistic regression with BERT English cased embeddings (Burtsev et al., 2018)
and for the second task I chose a well-known one – SVM version for regression, namely SVR (Drucker et
al., 2003), with word n-gram features. In sub-task 1 I obtained RMSE equal to 0.65099 and in sub-task
2 accuracy was 0.32915. I also tried to use DeepPavlov BERT-based model during the post-evaluation
period, which perfomed better than two previously-mentioned ones. My repository can be found on github
https://github.com/aniton/SO SemEval-2020 News Headlines.

2 Background

In this section, I would briefly introduce the input and the output sets in order to form a better idea of the
sub-tasks.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International Licence. Licence details: http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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2.1 Sub-task 1

The training set consisted of 9652 news headlines modified using short edits. The aim of the challenge
was to assign a funniness grade to 3024 headlines from the test set in the [0,3] interval. Systems were
ranked by RMSE. An example of a headline from the training set is the following:

Original Substitute Grade
Trump wants to make Wall Street great again fail 2.0

2.2 Sub-task 2

Second sub-task was to predict which of the two given edited versions of one headline was the funnier.
Training and test sets consisted of 9381 and 2960 non-edited headlines respectively. Systems were ranked
by prediction accuracy. One typical example of the input would be the following (the second version is
the funnier):

Orig. Sub. 1 Gr. 1 Orig. Sub. 2 Gr. 2 Label
Trump wants to make Wall Street great again asphalt 1.8 same fail 2.0 2

3 System description

DeepPavlov (Burtsev et al., 2018) as an open source framework based on TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2015)
and Keras (Chollet, 2015) has lately gained much attention among the developers. It contains three
available models, namely, BERT, Keras and Sklearn. For sub-task 1 I used Sklearn Logistic Regression.
The parameters for this system were chosen as following: C = 1, solver = ‘lbfgs’.

DeepPavlov also trained various word and sentence multilingual BERT-based embeddings. As the
embeddings features have a great impact on system performance, for the first sub-task I decided to employ
TF-IDF weighted 100-dimensional BERT English cased embeddings.

For sub-task 2 I chose RBF kernel support vector regression (SVR). I used word n-grams as features,
maximum word n-gram size was set to 5 and the parameter C to .1. This time I did not use any pre-trained
word embeddings.

As data preprocessing has a great impact on system performance, I applied it to the news headlines in
both sub-tasks (see Section 3.1). I also made use of 14 billion word iWeb corpus (in particular, I used a
list of the most frequent English bigrams) (see Section 3.2). I did not use any external sources except for
the mentioned one.

3.1 Preprocessing steps

The preprocessing pipeline included the following basic steps:

• Removing ids of the headlines

• Removing all the following charachters “ :. ,— ˜ ”, digits and single quotation marks

• Making substitutes

3.2 14 billion word iWeb corpus

Since the news headlines are short and consists of 10 to 30 tokens, the humour is usually produced not
due to the given context, but due to some background knowledge of assessors. Thus, the more famous the
situation, the statement or the person is, about which/whom the joke is, the higher score of funniness it
gets. This is also confirmed by some researches on the evaluation of humor in short texts (Boylan, 2018),
(Braslavski et al., 2018). According to these articles, the joke receives a high score, when it is equally
understood by native/non-native speakers, people of different age and gender. One possible strategy to
achieve this, is to use some phrases, collocations, associated with the event or celebrity, which are easily

http://files.deeppavlov.ai/deeppavlov_data/bert/cased_L-12_H-768_A-12.zip
https://www.english-corpora.org/iweb/
https://www.english-corpora.org/iweb/
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recognized by people of different groups. Therefore, I tried to make use of the list of the most frequent
English bigrams from 14 billion word iWeb corpus.

In both sub-tasks, we used a binary feature as input for the systems, in particular ‘1’ in the situation,
when a substitute word with its left/right context was in an above-mentioned list, and ‘0’, when it was not.

3.3 System pipeline for sub-task 1

Here, I present a description of the system architecture for the first sub-task covering preprocessing steps,
features used and the model employed (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Pipeline of sub-task 1

3.4 System pipeline for sub-task 2

The system architecture for the second sub-task is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Pipeline of sub-task 2

In the frames of this task I firstly predicted the grade ∈ [0,3] for each of the two versions of the original
headline and then compared them. The output was ‘0’, when both headlines had the same funniness, ‘1’,
when the first edited headline was the funnier, ‘2’, when the second one was the funnier.

4 Results and Analysis

In both sub-tasks I tried to experience with traditional machine learning approaches, namely LR and SVR.
Below, I present and discuss the results for each sub-task.
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4.1 Sub-task 1
The official competition metric to evaluate the systems in this sub-task was RMSE (Root-Mean-Square
Deviation). My system achieved 0.65099 score. In the post-evaluation period, I also tested the second
model in this sub-task. It performed slightly better: 0.63252. First, this can be explained by the fact that
logistic regression performs better in binary/multiclass classification tasks, not in regression ones. Second,
in spite of the applied regularization, the model might have suffered from overfitting: the maximum
and mean true grades are 2.8 and .93 respectively, in comparison with the maximum and mean grades,
predicted by LR: 1.8 and .77.

4.2 Sub-task 2
In the second sub-task participating teams were ranked by the accuracy. This time my system obtained
0.32915 score. The class ‘0’ (with equal grades for both versions) had the least quantity of true positives
(TP) (PPV = .11, see Figure 3). Other positive and negative predictive values were more than .5. This
could happen, since I reduced the parameter ‘C’ to .1 and predicted grades were too diverse, contrary to
the situation in sub-task 1 with parameter ‘C’ of 1.

Figure 3: Positive and negative predictive values

5 Post-evaluation experiments

In this section, I will discuss the findings of the post-evaluation experiments. This time, to deal with
the first sub-task, I tried to test DeepPavlov multilingual-cased BERT-based model, since BERT models
(Devlin et al., 2018) has recently demonstrated excellent performance in various NLP tasks. I included all
previously mentioned preprocessing steps and added a binary feature, based on iWeb corpus. The specific
setting was the following: the batch size of 256, the maximum sequence length of 64, the learning rate of
.5. I trained the model for 3 epochs. This system performed better than two others: it achieved RMSE of
.5529.

6 Conclusion and Future directions

In this paper I presented the contribution of SO team to SemEval-2020 Task 7. During the evaluation period
I experienced with traditional machine learning algorithms, namely LR and SVR, in order to evaluate the
funniness of the edited news headlines. Despite the fact that I used pre-trained BERT embeddings as input
features to LR model, during the post-evaluation period I discovered that BERT-based model achieves
much better results in the given regression task.

While analyzing the test dataset, I also noticed that edited news headlines had top grades if they
contained names of some famous people/events regardless of the substitute. For instance, there were
a great amount of headlines about Trump, which were highly evaluated. Thus, in the future I could
try to make use of the different lists of popular political and media figures, since they are a target of
admiration, jokes and hate. A list of representatives of top twitter profiles from different countries
(https://www.socialbakers.com/statistics/twitter/profiles) could serve as an
example of such lists. In (Bansal et al., 2019) this source was also used within the frames of SemEval-2019
Task 6 (OffensEval), see (Zampieri et al., 2019), in order to predict whether the tweet was aggressive or
not and if yes, who or what was the target of aggression.
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